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On imaging technology in Japan and
taxi drivers in The Netherlands

Kees Wapenaar tried to take a taxi home to file this
report on the recent SEG/EAGE symposium in Japan
where he represented the EAGE president.

Taxi!... 'Sorry sir, I can't drive you, I
haven't signed on yet'. To my astonish-
ment, the taxi driver departed two mrn-
utes later leaving me stranded with a
heavy suitcase on a rainy and windy
station platform.

This happened to me in my home
town in The Netherlands, on my return
from a long trip back from Tokyo,
where I attended the Sth International
Symposium of the SEG ofJapan (SEGJ).
The contÍast couldn't be greater! Tokyo
hosts a population almost twice that of
The Netherlands in an area comparable
with a Dutch province. Every day it ab-
sorbs millions of commuters from the

'uburbs who work, wine and dine in
this lively city.

For a first time visitor, like me, it was
great to see how well the infrastructure
of Tokyo is organized and how the

Japanese people live and work together
in this lirnited space. Having experr-
enced Japanese hospitality and organr

zation for a couple oÍ days - I visited
the Geological Sr.rrvey of Japan prior to
the conference - it was no surprise to
find that the SEGJ was perfectly organ-
ized as well. My compliments to the lo-
cal organizing committee, headed by Dr
Yutaka Murakami, whose efforts made
this meeting such a great success.

Although I could say a lot about the
excellent sushi and sashimi at the hospr-

tality parties, I will concentrate on the
programme, The common theme was
'Subsurface Imaging Technology and
Underground Heterogeneity'.

The first technical session was a ple-
nary session, consisting of a number of
invited papers, It was opened by Leon
Thomsen, who gave an overview of
seismic anisotropy and looked ahead to
its effect on exploration in the 21st Cen-
tury. Thomsen foresees that 'conven-
tional' acquisition technology will be
replaced by new schemes that acknowl-
edge the presence of anisotropy, that P-
wave depth migration will include more
and more of the efÍects of polar as well
as azimuthal anisotropy, that converted
wave acquisition will replace shear
wave suweys, that local anisotropy will
play a role in seismic characterization
and, last but not least, that rime-variant
azimuthal anisotropy will become rou-

Big conference
programme ïor
Amsterdam 2001
The Technical Programme for EAGE
Amsterdam 2001 will live up to expec-
tations if the number of abstracts sub-
mitted is any guide! Some 655
submissions in rotal were received for
the Technical Programme of which 252
haye been accepted as oral presenta-
tions and 239 as poster presentations.
In addition, Íor the first time there will
also be six interactive sessions.
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tinely measured and will guide reservoir
management.

Serge Shapiro gave an interesting
talk about imaging of the permeability
distribution using microseismicity. The
idea is that fluid injections in rock (e.g.
borehole hydraulic tests) induce
microseismicity, with the triggering
front propagating like a diffusion proc-
ess. He discussed an anisotropic model
for front propagation and used this in
rhe inversion of microseismicity data.
He showed that this type oÍ inversion
can be used to chatactelize heterogeoe-
ous distriburions of hydraulic proper-
ties of reservoirs on the scale of seveÍal
hundreds of meters.

Larry Myer talked about modelling
of wave propagation in fractured rocks.
He discussed two approaches, namely
modelling fractures explicitly as discrete
features and implicitly through an effec-
tive medium repíesentation. Single ftac-
tures cause frequency dependent
reflections and time delays in plane
waves, as a result of localized
discontinuities in the displacement field.
Accounring for 'r-rch dircontinuities in
effective medium theory leads to fre-
quency-dependent group velociry rur-
faces with stop and pass band segments.
Numerical simulations lead to reflec-
tion data with much more information
in the coda than with the convenrional
static effective medium approximation.
This suggests that analysis of the coda
may be used as a diagnostic tool for
fracture characterization.

Prof. Epov gave an effective presen-
tation about high-frequency

isoparametric logging induction sound-
ing (HILIS) in inclired-horizontal wells.
HILIS measures the electrical resistivity
distribution around a borehole and rs
applied mainly for investigations of
conductive terÍigenous media, Prof.
Epov showed that, wirh HILIS, the ef-
fective thickness of an oil-saturared f<.,' -
mation can be deteÍmined, that not only
distances from a borehole to boundarics
but also inclination angles can be deter-
mined and that HILIS helps to single
out low permeable high resistive zones
crossing a reservoir.

Choon Park's presentation was
about feasibility tests of multichanoel
analysis of surface waves (MASW) for
non-destructive testing of pavement sys-
tems. Unlike exploration seismology,
where surface waves are generally con-
sidered as noise, MAS\í employs sur-
face waves generated by a light hammer
souÍce to retrieve information about the
elastic properties of pavement systems.
The method is based on the analysis of
fundamental and higher order modes,
recorded by horizontal and veltical
geophones. Multicomponent recording
can be very useful for a reliable identiíi-
carion of complicated s€ismic events in
a pavemena sysrem,

Kazuki Koketsu talked about obser-
vations and simularions of 3D propaga-
tion oÍ seismic ground motion from
earthquakes. The simulation method he
employed is a pseudospectral method In
which the horizontal spatial differentia-
tions are perfoímed analltically in the
wave number domain and the vertical
differentiations are implemented as a
fourth order finite difference operator
in the space domain. This hybrid ap-
proach facilitates the implementation of
large scale simulations on parallel com-
puters. The method was used to model
the 1995 Kobe earthquake, the 1999
Chi-Chi eanhquake and the Kanto ba-
sin o{ Japan. The hybrid modelling
technique proves to be a very useful sci-
entif ic rool for understanding these seis-
mological observations.

Mrs Sally Zinke, president of the
SEG, concluded the first part of the con-

ference by giving her view on the impact
of technology using a number of case
studies. She appealed for a broadening.
of the SEG's scope byond the 'tradi-
tional' focus on explorarion geophysics
so that environmental applications, civil
engineering applications, etc. could be
put on the agenda as well. Of course
this might involve a change of name of
the society. In order to leave the acro-
nym intact, may I suggest 'Society of
Exciting Geophysics'?

The next two days of the con{erence
programme wer€ organized in rwo par-
allel oral sessions as well as poster ses-
sions. Like the plenary session on the
first day, these sessions covered a wide
variety of imaging-related subjects, such
as data processing, anisotropy, ground
penetratinS radar. reservoir characteri-
zation, borehole geophysics, earth-
quake seismology, as well as civil
engineering and environrnental applica-
tions.

All in all I look back at a very stimu-
lating conference with high quality
pÍesentations, a wide variety of sub-
jects, a very pleasant atmosphere and an
excellent organization. If only our
Dutch taxi system \Mas half as well or-
ganized...
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